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As a bookkeeper, you’ll analyze and record
everyday business transactions. In this
unit, we’ll focus our attention on the bal-
ance sheet classifications of assets, 
liabilities, and owner’s equity. You’ll learn
how to use the double-entry bookkeeping
system and the proper way to debit and
credit accounts.

Some accounts have debit balances and some have credit
balances. You’ll learn how to balance accounts and which
accounts have which type of balance.

When you complete this study unit, you’ll be able to

•   Prepare a chart of accounts

•   Identify an asset account

•   Identify a liability account

•   Identify an owner’s equity account

•   Analyze and prepare journal entries

•   Post entries from the journal to the general ledger
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DEBITING AND CREDITING THE
PROPER ACCOUNT

Introduction
You learned the fundamental concept found in all account-
ing theory and practice, which is

ASSETS = LIABILITIES + OWNER’S EQUITY

You also used your knowledge of the accounting equation to
prepare a beginning balance sheet for a new business. Then
you opened a book of permanent record (the journal), and a
group of ledger accounts (the ledger) at the beginning of a
new accounting period.

As we stated, every business, large or small, must follow the
same procedure when beginning a new accounting system.

In this unit, you’ll see that every business must

1.  Prepare a balance sheet

2.  Apply the fundamental accounting equation to all
accounting activities

3.  Journalize and post entries to ledger accounts

No matter how large the business is or how many business
transactions an accounting system contains, you can always
return to the fundamental accounting ideas you’ve learned
and use them to help you successfully keep any set of
books.

Assets, Liabilities, and 
Owner’s Equity
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Until now, you’ve seen only some of the color and flavor of
the mysterious accounting cycle. As we continue with the
skills you’ve already mastered, you’ll begin to solve mysteries
found in the world of accounting. You’re now ready to learn
how to analyze and record business transactions.

Business Transactions
In the last study unit, you learned how to journalize opening
transactions and to prepare a beginning balance sheet. In
this study unit, you’ll further analyze transactions. You’ll
journalize and post additional business activity for Tom’s
Lawn Service for the month of July.

A business transaction occurs when resources move through
an organization. Usually the first transaction that’s recorded
is the owner’s contribution of personal assets to the busi-
ness. Most often, the personal asset contributed is money,
but it’s important to remember that an owner can also con-
tribute assets such as equipment, furniture, and vehicles.
We consider any personal item given to the business a con-
tribution. Other examples of transactions are when the
owner purchases supplies with cash or receives payment for
services rendered.

We record all business transactions in the general journal
using the double-entry bookkeeping system. All transactions
must have at least two entries when we use the double-entry
bookkeeping system. One entry in the transaction has to be
a debit (left side) and the other entry must be a credit (right
side). Some transactions may have just one debit and one
credit while other transactions may have numerous debits
and credits. No matter how many entries you make, the total
dollar amount of debits must equal the dollar amount of
credits.
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Figure 1 shows that a debit to an asset account will increase
its balance, and a credit to an asset account will decrease its
balance. A debit to a liability account will decrease its bal-
ance, and a credit to a liability account will increase its bal-
ance. Finally, a debit to an owner’s equity account will
decrease its balance and a credit to an owner’s equity
account will increase its balance—it follows the same rules
as liabilities. 

Also shown are the normal balances in each account. For
example, the normal balance for an asset account is a debit
balance because debits increase the balance of an asset
account. The normal balance for liability and capital
accounts is a credit balance because credits increase the
balance of these accounts. You can refer to the chart in
Figure 1 as you learn about account balances in the next
section.

stessA = ytiuqEs’renwO+seitilibaiL
)ediStfeL( )ediSthgiR(

stessA seitilibaiL
ediStibeD ediStiderC ediStibeD ediStiderC

ediStfeL ediSthgiR ediStfeL ediSthgiR

esaercnI esaerceD esaerceD esaercnI

LAMRON LAMRON

ECNALAB ECNALAB

tnuoccAlatipaCs’renwO
ediStibeD ediStiderC

ediStfeL ediSthgiR
esaerceD esaercnI

LAMRON
ECNALAB

FIGURE 1—Asset, Liability, and Owner’s Equity Accounts
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ACCOUNT BALANCES

Footings
You know that after you record the opening entry in the
ledger, each account has various amounts recorded on it—
some on the left or debit side and some on the right or credit
side. Day after day, transactions take place that affect some
or all of these accounts. At the end of the accounting period,
when you’ve posted all of the month’s activities to their
ledger account sheets, some accounts have amounts posted
to their credit (right) side as well as to their debit (left) side.
Therefore, after you’ve posted all of the transactions to the
accounts, you must foot and balance the ledger. There can
be only one balance to each account at the end of the
accounting period.

Figure 2 shows the accounts posted from the June activities
of Tom’s business. To find the end-of-the-month balance for
each account, you must pencil-foot the debit and credit
columns. Next, you subtract the smaller total amount from
the larger total amount on each account. Then write the bal-
ance on the larger amount side and circle it indicating that
this is the balance. If no changes appear in the account dur-
ing the month, you simply write the amount down and circle
it. Figure 2 also shows Tom’s ledger accounts from June,
pencil-footed and balanced. Refer to Figure 1 to see where
the normal account balances belong for assets, liabilities,
and capital accounts. You’ll see that all of Tom’s accounts
have normal balances.

Footing—Marking the
total of a column in
small writing beneath
the last figure in that
column.
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FIGURE 2—Note that all the accounts have normal balances.

REGDELLARENEG

TNUOCCA hsaC hsaC hsaC hsaC hsaC .ONTNUOCCA 1111111111
ETAD

—02 —02 —02 —02 —02 METI .R.P TIBED
ETAD

—02 —02 —02 —02 —02 METI .R.P TIDERC

enuJ 1 ecnalaB 1J 1 5 4 2 00 nuJ e 1 1J 5 0 00

1 1J 1 5 0 00 1 1J 6 0 0 00

00.768$ 1 6 9 2 00 1J 1 7 5 00
8 2 5 00

TNUOCCA seilppuS seilppuS seilppuS seilppuS seilppuS .ONTNUOCCA 2121212121
ETAD

—02 —02 —02 —02 —02 METI .R.P TIBED ETAD METI .R.P TIDERC

enuJ 1 ecnalaB 1J 5 0 00

1 1J 8 3 00

00.331$ 1 3 3 00

TNUOCCA ecnarusnIdiaperP ecnarusnIdiaperP ecnarusnIdiaperP ecnarusnIdiaperP ecnarusnIdiaperP .ONTNUOCCA 3131313131
ETAD

—02 —02 —02 —02 —02 METI .R.P TIBED ETAD METI .R.P TIDERC

enuJ 1 ecnalaB 1J 6 0 0 00

00.006$

TNUOCCA tnempiuqE tnempiuqE tnempiuqE tnempiuqE tnempiuqE .ONTNUOCCA 4141414141
ETAD

—02 —02 —02 —02 —02 METI .R.P TIBED ETAD METI .R.P TIDERC

enuJ 1 ecnalaB 1J 1 7 5 00

00.571$
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REGDELLARENEG

TNUOCCA AAAAA...../////..... neerGrM—P neerGrM—P neerGrM—P neerGrM—P neerGrM—P .ONTNUOCCA 1212121212
ETAD

METI .R.P TIBED
ETAD

—02 —02 —02 —02 —02 METI .R.P TIDERC

enuJ 1 ecnalaB 1J 1 5 0 00

00.051$

TNUOCCA AAAAA...../////..... pohSnwaLs'repmeK—P pohSnwaLs'repmeK—P pohSnwaLs'repmeK—P pohSnwaLs'repmeK—P pohSnwaLs'repmeK—P .ONTNUOCCA 2222222222
ETAD

METI .R.P TIBED
ETAD

—02 —02 —02 —02 —02 METI .R.P TIDERC

enuJ 1 ecnalaB 1J 8 3 00

00.38$

TNUOCCA latipaC,neerGmoT latipaC,neerGmoT latipaC,neerGmoT latipaC,neerGmoT latipaC,neerGmoT .ONTNUOCCA 1313131313
ETAD

METI .R.P TIBED
ETAD

—02 —02 —02 —02 —02 METI .R.P TIDERC

enuJ 1 ecnalaB 1J 1 5 4 2 00

00.245,1$

FIGURE 2—Continued

             Accounting Practice 7
Before going on, please go to your Accounting Practice Workbook 1 and complete Accounting
Practice 7. Place all answers in your workbook. As you work on the accounting practice, you
may use this study unit for reference.
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Asset Accounts
Assets are anything of value owned by a business. Some
examples of assets include cash, prepaid insurance, sup-
plies, and equipment. For the most part, assets have a debit
balance (left side), and will have a credit balance only in
unusual circumstances. For now, let’s assume all asset
accounts have a debit balance. A debit balance means that
debits (left) increase the account value while credits (right)
reduce the value. 

For example, on July 1, Tom paid $20 cash for equipment,
check 4 (Figure 3).

As a result of the transaction, one asset account,
Equipment, increased by $20, and another asset account,
Cash, decreased by $20. To record the transaction properly,
you must debit (increase) Equipment by $20 and credit
(decrease) Cash by $20.

Figure 4 shows Tom’s ledger accounts and how the
Equipment and Cash accounts changed as a result of Tom
paying $20 cash for equipment. 

If the debit entries on an asset account are more than the
credit entries, we say the account has a debit balance. In
other words, the normal balance on an asset account is a
debit balance. (Refer to Figure 1.)

FIGURE 3—Here’s the general journal where you would journalize Tom’s equipment purchase.

LANRUOJ EGAP 2J

ETAD
—02 ELTITTNUOCCA

.COD
.ON .R.P TIBED TIDERC

yluJ 1 tnempiuqE 4C 2 0 00

hsaC 2 0 00

tnempiuqefoesahcrupdroceroT
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FIGURE 4—Tom’s Lawn Service General Ledger Asset Accounts
Note: All June balances from Figure 2 are carried forward in the ledgers for July. The July 1 transaction is posted.

REGDELLARENEG

TNUOCCA hsaC hsaC hsaC hsaC hsaC .ONTNUOCCA 1111111111

ETAD
—02 —02 —02 —02 —02 METI .R.P TIBED

ETAD
—02 —02 —02 —02 —02 METI .R.P TIDERC

yluJ 1 ecnalaB 1J 8 6 7 00 yluJ 1 2J 2 0 00

00.748$

TNUOCCA seilppuS seilppuS seilppuS seilppuS seilppuS .ONTNUOCCA 2121212121

ETAD
—02 —02 —02 —02 —02 METI .R.P TIBED ETAD METI .R.P TIDERC

yluJ 1 ecnalaB 1J 1 3 3 00

00.331$

TNUOCCA ecnarusnIdiaperP ecnarusnIdiaperP ecnarusnIdiaperP ecnarusnIdiaperP ecnarusnIdiaperP .ONTNUOCCA 3131313131
ETAD

—02 —02 —02 —02 —02 METI .R.P TIBED ETAD METI .R.P TIDERC

yluJ 1 ecnalaB 1J 6 0 0 00

00.006$

TNUOCCA tnempiuqE tnempiuqE tnempiuqE tnempiuqE tnempiuqE .ONTNUOCCA 4141414141
ETAD

—02 —02 —02 —02 —02 METI .R.P TIBED ETAD METI .R.P TIDERC

yluJ 1 ecnalaB 1J 1 7 5 00

1 2J 2 0 00

00.591$ 1 9 5 00
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Why aren’t the ledger account balances equal? Well, the
credit side will equal the debit side if you add up all of the
balances of all the accounts in the ledger. Individual ledger
accounts will show a debit balance or a credit balance
because when you post a transaction from the journal, you
post part of that transaction to one ledger account and part
of it to another ledger account.

Therefore, each individual ledger account will show either a
credit or a debit balance. When you add up all of the ledger
account balances, debits still equal credits.

When you balance each account, you draw a single line
under the last figures in each column. You write the totals,
or footings, of each column in small pencil figures just below
the line. Remember, one line means more to come; a double
line means the end.

If the two footings are equal, we say the account is in balance.
If the two footings are different, you write the difference on
one side of the account—on the side that has the larger
amount. This small pencil figure shows you which accounts
have a debit balance and which have a credit balance. If
there’s only one entry in the ledger you simply write the bal-
ance in and circle it. (Refer to Figure 2.)

Liability Accounts
Liabilities are anything a business owes to its creditors. You
know that Tom bought equipment from Kemper’s Lawn Shop
on credit. Tom owes Kemper’s $83. A/P—Kemper’s Lawn
Shop is the liability account that resulted from that transaction.

On July 14, Tom paid $25 on his bill owed to Kemper’s Lawn
Shop with check 5. The transaction would be journalized as
shown in Figure 5.
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As a result of this transaction, one liability account,
Accounts Payable—Kemper’s Lawn Shop, decreased (debit)
by $25.00 and an asset account, Cash, decreased (credit) by
$25.00. Figure 6 shows the ledger pages for Tom’s liability
and asset accounts after posting is completed.

FIGURE 5—The Journal Showing a Debit to the Liability Account and a Credit to the Asset Account

LANRUOJ EGAP 2J

ETAD
—02 ELTITTNUOCCA

.COD
.ON .R.P TIBED TIDERC

yluJ 41 pohSnwaLs'repmeK—elbayaPstnuoccA 5C 2 5 00

hsaC 2 5 00

tnuoccanotnemyapdroceroT

FIGURE 6—Tom’s Lawn Service General Ledger Accounts
Note:  The June balance is carried forward in the ledger as of July 1. The July 14 transaction is posted.

REGDELLARENEG

TNUOCCA AAAAA...../////..... pohSnwaLs'repmeK—P pohSnwaLs'repmeK—P pohSnwaLs'repmeK—P pohSnwaLs'repmeK—P pohSnwaLs'repmeK—P .ONTNUOCCA 2222222222

ETAD
—02 —02 —02 —02 —02 METI .R.P TIBED

ETAD
—02 —02 —02 —02 —02 METI .R.P TIDERC

yluJ 41 2J 2 5 00 yluJ 1 ecnalaB 1J 8 3 00

TNUOCCA hsaC hsaC hsaC hsaC hsaC .ONTNUOCCA 1111111111

ETAD
—02 —02 —02 —02 —02 METI .R.P TIBED

ETAD
—02 —02 —02 —02 —02 METI .R.P TIDERC

yluJ 1 ecnalaB 1J 8 6 7 00 yluJ 41 2J 2 5 00
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Now, suppose on July 15 Tom purchased $25 of equipment
on account from Kemper’s Lawn Shop. Figure 7 shows the
journal entry for the purchase.

As a result of the transaction, the asset account, Equipment,
increased by $25 with the purchase and the amount owed to
creditors (Accounts Payable—Kemper’s Lawn Shop) increased
by $25. Both accounts have increased, but one is an asset
and one is a liability. Therefore, you must debit the asset
account (Equipment) to increase it and credit the liability
account (Accounts Payable—Kemper’s Lawn Shop) to
increase it. (Refer to Figure 1.)

Now let’s look at an example of making three entries in one
transaction. Suppose on July 16, Tom purchased from
Kemper’s Lawn Shop $75 of supplies for $25 cash (Check 6)
and put the rest on account. Figure 8 shows how to journal-
ize the transaction.

The transaction requires three entries because the transac-
tion affected three accounts. Supplies and Accounts
Payable—Kemper’s Lawn Shop increase and Cash decreases.
To increase Supplies (asset), you need to make a debit entry.
You record a credit in Accounts Payable to increase the lia-
bility. To reduce Cash (asset), you record a credit entry.
(Refer to Figure 1.)

FIGURE 7—The Journal Entry for Tom’s Purchase

LANRUOJ EGAP 2J

ETAD
—02 ELTITTNUOCCA

.COD
.ON .R.P TIBED TIDERC

yluJ 51 tnempiuqE 3M 2 5 00

pohSnwaLs'repmeK—P/A 2 5 00

tnuoccanotnempiuqefoesahcrupdroceroT
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Owner’s Equity
Owner’s equity is basically the difference between the total
assets and the total liabilities. It’s the owner’s claim to the
assets after the creditors are paid. With a slight rearrange-
ment, we can make the equation to express the following
relationship.

ASSETS – LIABILITIES = OWNER’S EQUITY

We treat owner’s equity the same as liabilities when record-
ing transactions in the general journal. The owner’s equity
account has a normal credit balance. (Refer to Figure 1.)
Credits increase the value and debits decrease the value of
the account. The owner’s equity account usually increases
when the owner contributes personal money and/or busi-
ness profits. It decreases when the owner withdraws money
for personal use or business losses. Let’s look at a few exam-
ples of transactions in the owner’s equity account.

Suppose on July 20, Tom contributed an additional $500
cash investment to the business. Figure 9 shows the journal
entry for the transaction.

FIGURE 8—The Journal Entry for Purchasing Supplies for Cash and on Credit

LANRUOJ EGAP 2J

ETAD
—02 ELTITTNUOCCA

.COD
.ON .R.P TIBED TIDERC

yluJ 61 seilppuS 6C / 4M
7 5 00

hsaC 2 5 00

pohSnwaLs'repmeK—P/A 5 0 00

hsac,seilppusfoesahcrupdroceroT

tidercdna
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As a result of the transaction, Cash increases (debit) and
Owner’s Equity increases (credit). (Refer to Figure 1.)

Now suppose on July 25, Tom contributed equipment valued
at $300 to the business. Figure 10 shows the journal entry
for the transaction.

Everything is the same as the last example except Tom con-
tributed equipment instead of cash.

The general journal in Figure 11 shows you how you would
manually record all the entries we discussed in this study
unit. It also shows the journal entries for business activity
during the month of July. Note: The numbers in the P.R.
column indicate that posting is completed. We’ll discuss
completed ledgers in the next section.

FIGURE 9—The Owner’s Equity Account in the General Journal

LANRUOJ EGAP 2J

ETAD
—02 ELTITTNUOCCA

.COD
.ON .R.P TIBED TIDERC

yluJ 02 hsaC 2R 5 0 0 00

latipaC,neerGmoT 5 0 0 00

tnemtsevnilanoitiddadroceroT

LANRUOJ EGAP 2J

ETAD
—02 ELTITTNUOCCA

.COD
.ON .R.P TIBED TIDERC

yluJ 52 tnempiuqE 3R 3 0 0 00

latipaC,neerGmoT 3 0 0 00

tnemtsevnilanoitiddadroceroT

FIGURE 10—Debit Equipment and Credit Tom Green, Capital
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FIGURE 11—The numbers in the P.R. column indicate posting is completed.

LANRUOJ EGAP 2J
ETAD

—02 ELTITTNUOCCA
.COD
.ON .R.P TIBED TIDERC

yluJ 1 1JmorfdrawrofdeirracsecnalaB 2 6 0 0 00 2 6 0 0 00

1 tnempiuqE 4C 41 2 0 00

hsaC 11 2 0 00

tnempiuqefoesahcrupdroceroT
41 pohSnwaLs'repmeK—P/A 5C 22 2 5 00

hsaC 11 2 5 00

tnuoccanotnemyapdroceroT
51 tnempiuqE 3M 41 2 5 00

pohSnwaLs'repmeK—P/A 22 2 5 00

notnempiuqefoesahcrupdroceroT
tnuocca

61 seilppuS 6C / 4M 21 7 5 00

hsaC 11 2 5 00

pohSnwaLs'repmeK—P/A 22 5 0 00

,seilppusfoesahcrupdroceroT
tidercdnahsac

02 hsaC 2R 11 5 0 0 00

latipaC,neerGmoT 13 5 0 0 00

tnemtsevnilanoitiddadroceroT
52 tnempiuqE 3R 41 3 0 0 00

latipaC,neerGmoT 13 3 0 0 00

tnemtsevnilanoitiddadroceroT
3 5 4 5 00 3 5 4 5 00
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GENERAL LEDGER
The general ledger is the book that contains all the individ-
ual accounts of the business. Each account has a number
assigned to it based on the major classifications. Asset
accounts usually start with a number 1, liabilities with a
number 2, and owner’s equity with a number 3. The num-
bering system helps to identify and list the accounts. Each
account also lists the beginning balance for that period,
which usually lasts a month.

Once you record all the monthly transactions in the general
journal, you have to record or post them in the general
ledger as well.

Let’s review the steps for the posting process.

Step 1:    Starting with the first debit entry, record the
entry and the date in the corresponding account
in the general ledger. Record all entries for that
transaction.

Step 2:    In the P. R. (Post Reference) column of the general
ledger, record the page number of the general jour-
nal where the transaction was entered.

Step 3:    Enter the general ledger account number where the
entry was recorded in the P. R. column of the gen-
eral journal. The general ledger for Tom’s Lawn
Service with the posting process completed is
shown in Figure 12. Notice the ledger accounts
from the previous study unit with their balances
carried forward. All July transactions are posted.
Each ledger account is pencil-footed and balances
calculated. Refer to Figure 1 to see that all ledger
accounts have normal balances. 

             Accounting Practice 8
Before going on, please go to your Accounting Practice Workbook 1 and complete Accounting
Practice 8. Place all answers in your workbook. As you work on the accounting practice, you
may use this study unit for reference.
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FIGURE 12—Ledger Accounts for Tom’s Lawn Service

REGDELLARENEG

TNUOCCA hsaC hsaC hsaC hsaC hsaC .ONTNUOCCA 1111111111

ETAD
—02 —02 —02 —02 —02 METI .R.P TIBED

ETAD
—02 —02 —02 —02 —02 METI .R.P TIDERC

yluJ 1 ecnalaB 1J 8 6 7 00 yluJ 1 2J 2 0 00

02 2J 5 0 0 00 41 2J 2 5 00

00.792,1$ 1 3 6 7 00 61 2J 2 5 00

7 0 00

TNUOCCA seilppuS seilppuS seilppuS seilppuS seilppuS .ONTNUOCCA 2121212121

ETAD
—02 —02 —02 —02 —02 METI .R.P TIBED ETAD METI .R.P TIDERC

yluJ 1 ecnalaB 1J 1 3 3 00

61 2J 7 5 00

00.802$ 2 0 8 00

TNUOCCA ecnarusnIdiaperP ecnarusnIdiaperP ecnarusnIdiaperP ecnarusnIdiaperP ecnarusnIdiaperP .ONTNUOCCA 3131313131
ETAD

—02 —02 —02 —02 —02 METI .R.P TIBED ETAD METI .R.P TIDERC

yluJ 1 ecnalaB 1J 6 0 0 00

00.006$

TNUOCCA tnempiuqE tnempiuqE tnempiuqE tnempiuqE tnempiuqE .ONTNUOCCA 4141414141
ETAD

—02 —02 —02 —02 —02 METI .R.P TIBED ETAD METI .R.P TIDERC

yluJ 1 ecnalaB 1J 1 7 5 00

1 2J 2 0 00

51 2J 2 5 00

52 2J 3 0 0 00

00.025$ 5 2 0 00
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FIGURE 12—Continued

REGDELLARENEG

TNUOCCA AAAAA...../////..... neerG.rM—P neerG.rM—P neerG.rM—P neerG.rM—P neerG.rM—P .ONTNUOCCA 1212121212

ETAD METI .R.P TIBED
ETAD

—02 —02 —02 —02 —02 METI .R.P TIDERC

yluJ 1 1J 1 5 0 00

00.051$

TNUOCCA AAAAA...../////..... pohSnwaLs'repmeK—P pohSnwaLs'repmeK—P pohSnwaLs'repmeK—P pohSnwaLs'repmeK—P pohSnwaLs'repmeK—P .ONTNUOCCA 2222222222

ETAD
—02 —02 —02 —02 —02 METI .R.P TIBED

ETAD
—02 —02 —02 —02 —02 METI .R.P TIDERC

yluJ 41 2J 2 5 00 yluJ 1 ecnalaB 1J 8 3 00

51 2J 2 5 00

61 2J 5 0 00

00.331$ 1 5 8 00

TNUOCCA latipaC,neerGmoT latipaC,neerGmoT latipaC,neerGmoT latipaC,neerGmoT latipaC,neerGmoT .ONTNUOCCA 1313131313

ETAD METI .R.P TIBED
ETAD

—02 —02 —02 —02 —02 METI .R.P TIDERC

yluJ 1 ecnalaB 1J 1 5 4 2 00

02 2J 5 0 0 00

52 2J 3 0 0 00

00.243,2$ 2 3 4 2 00

             Accounting Practice 9
Before going on, please go to your Accounting Practice Workbook 1 and complete Accounting
Practice 9. Place all answers in your workbook. As you work on the accounting practice, you
may use this study unit for reference.
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NOTES
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Assets, Liabilities, and Owner’s Equity

When you feel confident that you have mastered the material in 
this study unit, complete the following examination. Then submit
only your answers to the school for grading, using one of the exami-
nation answer options described in your “Test Materials” envelope.
Send your answers for this examination as soon as you complete it.
Do not wait until another examination is ready.

Questions 1–20: Select the one best answer to each question.

Use the following information to answer questions 1–3.

Listed below are ledger account titles and account balances, as of
May 1, for the Platt Hardware Store. Prepare a Chart of Accounts for
the store using Exam Figure 1.

      Accounts Payable—Bellhaven Bank—$5,000
P. Woodsley, Capital—$5,256.82
Cash—$4,056.82
Prepaid Insurance—$500
Accounts Payable—Taylor Investments—$3,700
Equipment—Store—$4,500
Equipment—Office—$4,400
Supplies—$500

EXAMINATION NUMBER:

39001501
Whichever method you use in submitting your exam

answers to the school, you must use the number above.

For the quickest test results, go to 
http://www.pennfoster.edu
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Examination20

Using your completed Chart of Accounts, choose the one correct answer.

1.   The assets division should contain what accounts?

A.  11  P. Woodsley, Capital
     12  Equipment—Store
     13  Equipment—Office
     14  Cash
     15  Accounts Payable—Taylor Investments

B.  11  Accounts Payable—Bellhaven Bank
     12  Equipment—Store
     13  Equipment—Office
     14  P. Woodsley, Capital
     15  Cash

C.  11  Cash
     12  Equipment—Store
     13  Equipment—Office
     14  Prepaid Insurance
     15  Accounts Payable—Taylor Investments

D.   11  Cash
     12  Prepaid Insurance
     13  Equipment—Store
     14  Equipment—Office
     15  Supplies
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Examination 21

2.   The liabilities division should contain what accounts?

A.  21 Accounts Payable—Bellhaven Bank
     22 P. Woodsley—Capital
B.  21 Accounts Payable—Bellhaven Bank
     22 Accounts Payable—Taylor Investments
C.  21
     22
D.   21 Accounts Payable—Bellhaven Bank
     22 Merchant’s Bank

3.   The owner’s equity division should contain what account(s)?

A.  31 P. Woodsley—Capital
B.  31 P. Woodsley—Capital
     32 Merchant’s Bank
C.  31 Merchant’s Bank
     32 P. Woodsley—Capital
D.   31
     32

Use the following information to answer questions 4–11.

      Analyze and prepare journal entries for the following transactions on the form provided in
Exam Figure 2. Pencil-foot the debit and credit columns.

(A) 5/1—Purchased a new calculator for the office for $690 on account from J. C. Hollings,
Inc., memo 3.

(B) 5/2—Purchased $3,500 of equipment for the store on account from Craft Bank, 
memo 4.

(C) 5/4—Paid cash, $42.92, for supplies, check 4.
(D) 5/5—Paid cash, $1,000, to Bellhaven Bank for amount owed on account, (check 5).

4.   You record the debit entry for transaction (A) 5/1 in the journal as

     Date         Description                     Debit            Credit
A.  May 1       Equipment—Office           690.00
B.  May 1       Equipment—Office                            690.00
C.  May 1       Calculator                         690.00
D.   May 1       A/P—J. C. Hollings, Inc.   690.00
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5.   You record the credit entry for transaction (A) 5/1 in the journal as

     Date         Description                                              Debit            Credit
A.  May 31     J. C. Hollings, Inc.                                     690.00
B.  May 1       J. C. Hollings, Inc.                                     690.00
C.  May 1       A/P—J. C. Hollings, Inc.                                             690.00
D.   May 1       Creditor                                                                      690.00

6.   You record the debit entry for transaction (B) 5/2 in the journal as

     Date         Description                     Debit            Credit
A.  May 2       A/P—Craft Bank                                3,500.00
B.  May 2       A/P—Craft Bank               3,500.00
C.  May 2       Equipment—Store            3,500.00
D.   May 2       Merchandise                                      3,500.00
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7.   You record the credit entry for transaction (B) 5/2 in the journal as

     Date         Description                                              Debit            Credit
A.  May 2       A/P—Craft Bank                                       3,500.00
B.  May 2       A/P—Craft Bank                                                         3,500.00
C.  May 2       Merchandise                                                               3,500.00
D.   May 2       Equipment—Store                                    3,500.00

8.   The account titles for transaction (C) 5/4 should appear in the Account Title column of the
journal entry as

A.  Supplies
     Cash                                                                      
B.  Equipment—Store                                                   
     P. Woodsley—Capital                                             
C.  Cash
     Equipment—Store
D.   P. Woodsley, Capital
     Cash

9.   The account titles for transaction (D) 5/5 should appear in the Account Title column of the
journal entry as

A.  Merchant’s Bank                                                      
     Equipment—Store                                                 
B.  Cash                                                                        
     Equipment—Store                                                 
C.  A/P—Bellhaven Bank
     Cash
D.   Inventory—Merchandise
     P. Woodsley—Capital

10.  Assuming that you’re recording the transactions on the first page of the journal, the page
entry at the top right side of the journal should be

A.  One.
B.  J.
C.  J1.
D.   2.

11.  Posting references on the journal should be

A.  made when journalizing.
B.  entered when the journal is totaled.
C.  entered when posting to the ledger.
D.   entered in alphabetical order.
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Use the following information to answer questions 12–20.

      First, add Accounts Payable—J. C. Hollings and Accounts Payable—Craft Bank from the
transactions prepared in Exam Figure 2 to the chart of accounts in Exam Figure 1. Next,
open all ledger accounts using the form in Exam Figure 3. Then, post the journal entries
from Exam Figure 2 to the ledger accounts and balance each ledger account. Be sure to
post the balance of each account (from page 19 of the exam) before you post the transac-
tions you just journalized.

12.  After posting the journal entries to the ledger, what is the balance of the Cash account?

A.  Debit $4,056.82                                                       C.   Credit $1,042.92
B.  Credit $3,013.90                                                      D.   Debit $3,013.90

13.  After posting the journal entries to the ledger, what is the balance of the Equipment—Store
account?

A.  Debit $4,500                                                            C.   Debit $8,000
B.  Credit $1,500                                                           D.   Credit $4,500

14.  On May 3, what is the balance of the Equipment—Office account?

A.  Debit $5,090                                                            C.   Debit $4,400
B.  Debit $690                                                               D.   Credit $5,090

15.  What is the balance of the Accounts Payable—Bellhaven Bank account as of 5/6?

A.  Debit $1,000                                                            C.   Credit $5,000
B.  Debit $4,000                                                            D.   Credit $4,000

16.  After posting the journal entries to the ledger, what is the balance of the Supplies account?

A.  Debit $500                                                               C.   0
B.  Debit $542.92                                                          D.   Credit $542.92

17.  After posting the journal entries to the ledger, what is the balance of the Accounts
Payable—Craft Bank account?

A.  0                                                                               C.   Debit $3,500
B.  Credit $3,500                                                           D.   Credit 0

18.  After posting the journal entries to the ledger, the opening balance of the P. Woodsley—
Capital account was 

A.  increased.                                                                C.   unchanged.
B.  decreased.                                                               D.   deleted.
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19.  What entry do you make in the Post Ref. column of the ledger to show that you posted the
transactions from the journal?

A.  1                                                                               C.   Leave it blank
B.  J1                                                                             D.   11

20.  Asset accounts are increased by

A.  entries to the debit side of the account.
B.  crediting a liability account.
C.  entries to the right side of the account.
D.   adding a credit entry to the account’s normal balance.
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